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Star Wars
Jago Fett is hired by a mysterious employer to retieve an ancient alien artifact and finds himself being played against the
beautiful, deadly Zam Wesell, who has also been hired for the job.

Anakin Skywalker
The complete screenplay for the latest "Star Wars" motion picture, which tells the story of Darth Vader's youth, includes
reproductions of storyboards from the director's studio

Star Wars: Episode I the Phantom Menace Manga
An introduction to the backstage work done in the theater uses examples from Disney musicals to show the jobs done by
the cast and crew for every aspect of the show, from the playwright and set manager to the director, conductor, and actors.

Star Wars Episode 1 The Phantom Menace
A group of students who attend the Utah high school where the original High School Musical movies were filmed prepare for
their fall production of High School Musical. Ricky and Nini, who play Troy Bolton and Gabriella Montez, share chemistry on
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and off the stage, but with their understudies EJ and Gina plotting to take over their roles, will these talented performers
make it to opening night?

Star Wars, Episode I
An illustrated primer to the art and design of "The Phantom Menace" reveals how Lucasfilm created the look of the
costumes, characters, ships, and architecture in the film

The Phantom Menace
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Executive producer and host Mike Rowe presents a delightfully entertaining, seriously
fascinating collection of his favorite episodes from America’s #1 short-form podcast, The Way I Heard It, along with a host
of personal memories, ruminations, and insights. It’s a captivating must-read. The Way I Heard It presents thirty-five
mysteries “for the curious mind with a short attention span.” Every one is a trueish tale about someone you know, filled
with facts that you don’t. Movie stars, presidents, bloody do-gooders, and villains—they’re all here, waiting to shake your
hand, hoping you’ll remember them. Delivered with Mike’s signature blend of charm, wit, and ingenuity, their stories are
part of a larger mosaic—a memoir full of surprising revelations, sharp observations, and intimate, behind-the-scenes
moments drawn from Mike’s own remarkable life and career.

The Dark Rival
Get a behind-the-scenes glimpse at East High's production of High School Musical with Miss Jenn's Script, including her
candid audition notes, her final casting list, rehearsal commentary, and more.

Phineas and Ferb's Guide to Life
A Mighty Chronicles edition of George Lucas's Star Wars prequel features a boy hero destined for great deeds and a girl
queen with a will as strong as any Jedi Knight.

Frozen 2: Forest of Shadows
Set 32 years before the original Star Wars trilogy, the first episode focuses on eight-year-old Anakin Skywalker (who
eventually becomes Darth Vader) and the training he receives from Obi-Wan Kenobi.
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William Shakespeare's The Phantom of Menace
Two Jedi peace ambassadors are sent to investigate the Trade Federation blockade of Naboo and later meet Anakin
Skywalker, a young slave living on Tatooine, whom they believe to be a good candidate for Jedi training.

Star Wars: the Making of Episode I - the Phantom Menace
A graphic novel chronicles the early life of Anakin Skywalker.

Star Wars
Novelizations of Episodes IV - VI of the Star Wars movies.

Star Wars
This novelty book is die-cut into the head shape of one of the central Episode 1 characters. Inside the book are punch out
characters for interactive play. Each character can be slotted into key scenes from the movie and the flaps reveal hidden
surprises

Episode I
Qui-Gon Jinn, a Jedi Master, has difficulty training young Obi-Wan Kenobi, because he can't forget the betrayal by his first
apprentice, Xanatos.

The Art of Star Wars, Episode I, the Phantom Menace
More than 50 characters, from Obi-Wan Kenobi to Senator Palpatine, are profiled in full-color photos.

The Phantom Menace Movie Scrapbook
A fantastic collection of stories, set just before, during and after the events of the film Star Wars: Episode I: The Phantom
Menace, featuring previously unseen adventures in the lives of Jedi Knight Qui-Gon Jinn, his apprentice Obi-Wan Kenobi, the
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young Queen Amidala, and the boy at the centre of the saga, Anakin Skywalker. Discover how Qui-Gon Jinn thwarts a last
ditch attempt to kill him by the unscrupulous trader Watto; listen to Obi-Wan Kenobi's very own account of his adventures,
as he confers with the Jedi Master Yoda; learn how Queen Amidala -- with a bit of help from Jar Jar- saves the day when a
thief steals an important component of Anakin's podracer; and find out just how Anakin got the parts to repair that pod,
together with a startling vision of the young boy's destiny. Thought you knew the whole story? Think again

Star Wars, Episode 1, the Phantom Menace
Some 14 unbelievably detailed cross - section artworks, including a magnificent gatefold cutaway of the heart of the Trade
Federation invasion fleet, as well as encyclopedic text provide the ultimate reference resource for the craft of Star Wars:
Episode I. See The fastest Podracers in the galaxy compete with life and death at stake. The golden Naboo N - 1 Starfighter
in action. The Trade Federation Landing Ship disgorging its unstoppable cargo. The awesome weaponry of the secret army's
armoured fighting vehicles. Discover The lethal secrets of the Sith Infiltrator. How a Gungan sub dives and survives in the
treacherous core of the Naboo. The eerie internal workings of the droid starfighter. Explore The graceful aesthetics of the
Naboo Queen's Royal Starship. The hidden control centres of the Trade Federation invasion fleet. And much more!

Miss Jenn's High School Musical Script
Text and illustrations present characters from episode I of "Star Wars" and the technology they use, including Qui-Gon Jinn
and his wrist hologram projector, the space freighters of the Nemoidians, and the lightsabers of the Jedi Knights.

Star Wars Episode I Who's Who
Two Jedi peace ambassadors are sent to investigate the Trade Federation blockade of Naboo and later meet Anakin
Skywalker, a young slave living on Tatooine, whom they believe to be a good candidate for Jedi training.

Star Wars
Long before the First Order, before the Empire, before even The Phantom Menace . . . Jedi lit the way for the galaxy in The
High Republic It is a golden age. Intrepid hyperspace scouts expand the reach of the Republic to the furthest stars, worlds
flourish under the benevolent leadership of the Senate, and peace reigns, enforced by the wisdom and strength of the
renowned order of Force users known as the Jedi. With the Jedi at the height of their power, the free citizens of the galaxy
are confident in their ability to weather any storm But the even brightest light can cast a shadow, and some storms defy
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any preparation. When a shocking catastrophe in hyperspace tears a ship to pieces, the flurry of shrapnel emerging from
the disaster threatens an entire system. No sooner does the call for help go out than the Jedi race to the scene. The scope
of the emergence, however, is enough to push even Jedi to their limit. As the sky breaks open and destruction rains down
upon the peaceful alliance they helped to build, the Jedi must trust in the Force to see them through a day in which a single
mistake could cost billions of lives. Even as the Jedi battle valiantly against calamity, something truly deadly grows beyond
the boundary of the Republic. The hyperspace disaster is far more sinister than the Jedi could ever suspect. A threat hides
in the darkness, far from the light of the age, and harbors a secret that could strike fear into even a Jedi’s heart.

Star Wars Episode 1
Describes the making of "The Phantom Menace," and looks at its characters, aliens, weapons, spaceships, and planets.

Star Wars: Light of the Jedi (The High Republic)
Annotated photographs and movie stills describe every important feature of the characters, creatures, costumes, droids,
weapons, and equipment in the Star Wars trilogy

Star Wars: Episode I: The Phantom Menace
Star Wars : Episode 1 : Incredible Cross-sections
The official comic book adaptation of the first chapter in the epic saga of Star Wars! Years before Luke Skywalker would
clash with Darth Vader, turmoil has engulfed the Galactic Republic. But when a pair of Jedi Knights - Qui-Gon Jinn and ObiWan Kenobi - are dispatched to end the trade conflict that has gripped the galaxy, they make a surprising discovery: the
"chosen one" destined to bring balance to the Force - a young boy named Anakin Skywalker! But this new hope may not
last long when an ancient enemy returns to threaten the Jedi after centuries in hiding. As the Sith rise again, the small
planet of Naboo finds itself in the middle of a power struggle for the ages. Can Queen Padm Amidala save her people from
invasion? COLLECTING: STAR WARS: Episode I - The Phantom Menace 1-4.

The Way I Heard It
Have you ever wondered what to do when you meet an alien? Want to know the top ten hiding places if you're on the run?
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Or how to create the perfect beach day in your backyard? Find out in this jam-packed guide to life by Phineas and Ferb
featuring tips, activities, and the show's trademark wacky humor. From diagrams of Phineas and Ferb's craziest inventions,
to fun quizzes and trivia, to unfinished comic panels for readers to get creative, this awesome new hardcover format is sure
to be a hit with fans of the imaginative stepbrothers./DIVDIV

How Does the Show Go On
Worried that the Trade Federation's blockade of the planet Naboo will lead to war, the head of the Galactic Senate sends
two Jedi ambassadors.

Star Wars Episode 1
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away A world is threatened. A young queen must save her people. A dark evil rises
again. A young jedi is discovered. The journey begins.

Star Wars Trilogy
The Phantom Menace
The updated and expanded guide to Star Wars Episode I. The Star Wars Episode I The Phantom Menace: The Expanded
Visual Dictionary gives you everything you want to know about the story. This expanded edition has a fresh new design
throughout and includes 32 brand new pages with more photos, more details and more amazing facts. Find out all about
the creatures, weapons, and equipment from Episode I. From podracers to Gungan battle equipment and droidekas. Come
face-to-face with key characters from Anakin and Queen Amidala, to Chancellor Valorum and the comical Jar Jar Binks.
Astonishing detail and archive photography supplied by Lucasfilm insiders makes this the definitive Episode I reference
guide for any Star Wars fan - young or old.

Star Wars: Episode I the Phantom Menace Manga
Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace
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Collects the first three books in the Star Wars series, offering a glimpse of how Anakin Skywalker became aware of his
power and turned to the dark side.

Star Wars Episode I
Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare himself, complete with
authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone from Darth Maul to Obi-Wan Kenobi. The
entire saga starts here, with a thrilling tale featuring a disguised queen, a young hero, and two fearless knights facing a
hidden, vengeful enemy. Authentic meter, stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs
throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film
appears in the play, along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars
galaxy. O Threepio, Threepio, wherefore art thou, Threepio?

Episode 1
Star Wars
Anna of Arendelle wants nothing more than to be helpful to her older sister, Elsa. But as far as Anna can see, ever since
Elsa's coronation, her sister has been doing just fine without her. And now, Elsa will be setting sail for a grand tour of the
world--leaving Anna behind. But a mysterious sickness strikes Arendelle, and Elsa's tour is delayed, giving Anna the perfect
opportunity to finally help. When Anna discovers a secret room in the castle and incants a magic spell, she hopes it will
make her dream of curing the sickness come true. Instead, a more sinister dream comes to life. This thrilling original middle
grade novel bridges the epic adventures of Frozen and Frozen 2.

High School Musical The Musical: The Series Novelization
Star Wars
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away, an evil legacy long believed dead is stirring. Now the dark side of the Force
threatens to overwhelm the light, and only an ancient Jedi prophecy stands between hope and doom for the entire galaxy.
On the green, unspoiled world of Naboo, Jedi Master Qui-Gon Jinn and his apprentice, Obi-Wan Kenobi, arrive to protect the
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realm’s young queen as she seeks a diplomatic solution to end the siege of her planet by Trade Federation warships. At the
same time, on desert-swept Tatooine, a slave boy named Anakin Skywalker, who possesses a strange ability for
understanding the “rightness” of things, toils by day and dreams by night—of becoming a Jedi Knight and finding a way to
win freedom for himself and his beloved mother. It will be the unexpected meeting of Jedi, Queen, and a gifted boy that will
mark the start of a drama that will become legend.

Inside the Worlds of Star Wars, Episode 1
Provides the tale of Anakin Skywalker's early years when he left his homeland of Tatooine behind in order to join the Jedi
ranks and begins the journey of his life that eventually led him to become Darth Vader. Original. Movie tie-in.

Star Wars Episode One
Text and cross-section illustrations describe the places seen in the "Star Wars, Episode I" movie, including the Jedi Council
and Anakin's podracer.

Star Wars, Episode I
The evil Trade Federation plots to take over the peaceful planet of Naboo. Jedi warrior Qui-Gon Jinn and his apprentice ObiWan Kenobi must save the planet from complete destruction. With them on their journey, is the leader of Naboo, Queen
Amidala, a Gungan outcast JarJar Binks, and the powerful Captain Panaka.

Star Wars Episode 1 Adventures
Worried that the Trade Federation's blockade of the planet Naboo will lead to war, the Galactic Senate sends two Jedi as
peace ambassadors.
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